Patient Consent Form
I ___________________________________understand that ONDAMED is registered with the FDA and classified as
a Biofeedback Class II Medical Device. ONDAMED is also registered with Health Canada and is approved as a
physical therapy device. This device allows the practitioner to detect imbalances in the client’s body by using the
pulsed biofeedback method. These imbalances in the body may be related to the complaints and pains being
expressed by the client or they may be present and yet unknown to the client. Once the imbalance is discovered,
the practitioner may choose one of the ONDAMED’s 173 present programs, specific client frequencies or
microorganism specific frequencies. These programs provide gentle, non-threatening low frequencies that are not
harmful but which affect aspects of the human physiology, which can be associated with human disease.
It is further understood by me that ONDAMED is a proven therapeutic body regulation system. It works with
electromagnetic impulse frequencies, which initiate self-regulating reactions in the body through induction. The
ONDAMED system aims to breaking through normal complaints and to activate the internal regulating centers
through impulse frequencies. This methodology is successful because of the action of the electromagnetic
impulses and their combination of frequencies and the ability to adjust all of the physical qualities by means of
pulse feedback. The pulsed biofeedback method is the best way of stabilizing a client on a specific program and
providing immediate control of how the client reacts to the frequency itself. The human body signals exactly what,
where and how it requires something.
ONDAMED often proves successful where no other biochemical means is able to do so. The procedure for each
session is: different frequencies are applied to the client by means of a forceps applicator, then the practitioner
holds the client's pulse while scanning the body head to toe and front to back. The vascular autonomic signal
(VAS) modulating through the pulse will indicate where the blockages are, all the while stabilizing them at the time
of detection. The neck region presents the most important point of connection to the upper and lower control
centers of the organism.
I understand that with natural healing modalities the client may experience an initial increase in symptoms, or
what is known as a healing crisis. This can last from 1 to 4 days and can be similar to flu or cold symptoms, e.g.,
headache, fever, body ache, etc. This is recognized as part of the healing process.
I agree not to hold “The Pulsed Biofeedback Clinic” liable for any activities associated with the use of the
ONDAMED device. “The Pulsed Biofeedback Clinic” is responsible for following the guidelines in the ONDAMED
Users Manual so as to provide accurate services of which the ONDAMED device is capable of providing.
I acknowledge that I have been told of the possible risks involved with the ONDAMED system and I have been
given satisfactory answers to my questions concerning this procedure and related matters without prejudice. I
acknowledge that I do not have a pacemaker.
The ONDAMED device is not currently a usual or customary modality, so therefore most medical insurance
providers do not cover it. Therefore, I agree to be personally responsible for all fees billed to me by “The Pulsed
Biofeedback Clinic”.
I have read this informed consent and understand it. I am not a minor (under 18 years old). I am here today and
on subsequent visits on my own behalf.
Name:_______________________________________________

Date:_____________________________

